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BOUZ MASTER - will it shred ?
SMELLIEST TONE AHEAD

THERE IS SOMETHING NEW IN THE SHOP, AND IT’S UNEXPECTEDLY CRAPPY. 
The Dung beetle isn’t just another bug, it’s an amazing scarab. Because someone’s 
got to do it, it takes care of this filthy waste that is laying around. There are three 
kinds of Dung beetle, but our star today is the roller Dung. When they find a pile of 
feces, they get their chuck of it, and roll it away for further use (laying their eggs in it 
and more disgusting stuff I will keep you from). Their ball is usually pretty round, and 
they ride it upside down like there is nothing weird with it. I must admit, they are 
fascinating to watch!

Our Bouz Master is a tribute to the Shredmaster, and it’s based on the old Marshall 
original, bringing the same preamp-distortion quality into a more modern enclosure. 
The name of the pedal comes from the French name of the Dung beetle, Bousier, and 
“bouse” literally means feces, but is generally used for the heavy stuff coming out of 
cows and other heavy poopers. For a limited time, you can have it for free if you buy 
two of the Marshall inspired pedals we have. Check our store for all the details!

New exciting enclosure colours! 
Regular colours are ok, but sometimes, a bit of novelty 
doesn’t hurt. Our supplier received new colours, and 
they are great!

Neon yellow (very limited), seafoam green, glow in 
the dark, some new glitter tones (gold and silver), this 
is very exciting! Plus, we now have a new vinyl with 
carbon fiber effect, and  it looks so great! 

We have a special edition of the Queen of Crow on a 
neon yellow enclosure (see picture)

SOME ARE LIMITED, SOME ARE PERMANENT, MORE COLOURS, MORE FUN!
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DOPE! Double overdrive peeps edition 
WHY NOT? LET’S COMBINE THREE PEDALS AND PLAY WITH THE DESIGN!

THIS IS WHAT HAPPENS WHEN PEEPS BELIEVES HE CAN BE ANYTHING, EVEN A PHOENIX!
This is exactly what it looks like, a Peeps boost, a 
PHNX and a NNT in a triple eclosure. This is a massive 
pedal, and it looks great. I am such a fan (of myself? 
Weird). It’s a custom request by our friend Kurt from 
Kapuskasing.

Peeps is a(nother) plushie that has a vibrant (asshole) 
personality, owned by Guillaume’s brother and GUP 
TECH pedal builder Samuel. It used to be yellow and it 
has a little ring in the back, and it used to vibrate when 
it was pulled. I guess it was a cat toy in a previous life.

Peeps is also a one knob clean boost. The PHNX was 
born a custom request and it’s an overdrive, based on 
4558 (whatever that means). The NNT is most recent, 
based on the ODR-1, with a little GUP Tech twist. The 
design was born out of a contest we held. 

The sum of all three is a little chicken on fire!

Send us your art! The mother of all straps

This notebook art piece of a couple of Phoque pedals have 
been made by RATK. Find more at oldandeerie.com

WHAT A SURPRISE TO SEE SOME GUPTECH 
ART BEING MADE! JUST KNOW THAT WE ARE 
VERY HAPPY TO POST ANYTHING GREAT 
MADE FOR US! Handmade in Manitoba, Nebula Straps come in either 2” or 

3’ and they have a great selection of colours and finish. 
Made in cotton or car belt, there is something for everyone 

and it’s high quality.   nebulastraps.ca

WE MADE A FRIEND THROUGH A CANADIAN 
MUSIC-ORIENTED STORE AND HE MAKES 
STRAPS, GREAT STRAPS. TAKE A LOOK!


